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secured services
Your Reliable Security Partner
Secure Measure ensures your investments are deployed
optimally and protecting you. Our Managed Security
Service oversees your day-to-day operations and takes a
proactive approach to your cybersecurity.
If you don’t have the resources for a dedicated in-house
cybersecurity solution that’s robust enough to maintain
your company ahead of threats, Secure Measure brings you
a holistic managed security solution you can scale
according
to
requirements
and
the
pressures
your
organisation is facing.

Risk Assessment
Continuous Evaluation
Reporting & Analysis
On-site Time

managed SIEM
Organised Security Event Intelligence
We provide an end-to-end SIEM service. We help your
organisation understand its risk using our internal risk
assessment framework to ensure we start working on the
biggest risks faster. We work with you to develop a plan
using existing assets, capabilities and security systems
to monitor the risk. As we monitor, our methodology feeds
back continual improvements into the process to ensure we
are monitoring the right data to ensure the specific risk
is covered.
“You’ve invested in your cybersecurity
capabilities and want to get the most out
of them to really protect your business.
With Secure Measure; you will.”

~Martin McGregor, CEO

privacy assurance
Addressing Data Security through Risk Management
There’s a maturing appreciation of the interplay between
Privacy, Cybersecurity, that dictates the Data Security
of any entity. With new frameworks starting to emerge,
taking on a leading position now is of critical
importance.
Privacy is the very foundation for digital
trust. Any notion of potential compromise
of
the
very
sensitive
Personal
Identifiable Information (PII) you hold
and customers will rapidly move away from
your business. Trust is also the primary
exchange mechanism between organisations.
If your customers or business partner don’t trust you
with their data, your business inevitably suffers. Secure
Measure’s Privacy Assurance program ensures the you
warrant their trust.

endpoint management
Optimising Endpoint Management for Enterprise
To remain competitive in today’s global environment, your
people need access to corporate data and documents, on
any
device,
anywhere
around
the
world.
However,
facilitating productivity on endpoint devices, while also
maintaining compliance and corporate security, has become
an endless and expensive fire-fighting exercise.
By taking a completely new approach to the
issue of endpoint management, FreshPoint
not only provides compliance, improved
security and maximum uptime, it does so at
an average of one quarter of the total
operating costs of your current processes
and other endpoint management systems.
Isn’t it time you took a Fresh approach to
endpoint management?
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